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Abstract
The diversity of spatial information systems promotes the

need to integrate heterogeneous spatial or geographic infor-
mation systems (GIS) in a cooperative environment. This pa-
per describes HORUS (an Heterogeneous Object Request Uni-
formization System), a part of the research project ISIS (Inter-
operable Spatial Information System) which adapts semantic
mediation approach to GIS interoperability. Its key character-
istic is a dynamic resolution of semantic conflicts which is ad-
equate for achieving autonomy, flexibility and extensibility re-
quired in WEB environments. We propose a loosely coupled ar-
chitecture based on distributed object paradigm, to share spa-
tial information and services. We describe a spatial OO model
that provides tools to model distribution and to resolve seman-
tic heterogeneities according to the mediation model defined.

1 A Introduction
GIS are used in various type of organizations to provide support for
spatial or geo-referenced data processing applications ranging from
natural resource management, urban planning, to traffic control or
environment service management. Many of these systems are ad
hoc information systems designed for specific purposes. They rep-
resent large repositories of spatial data which are stored in differ-
ent formats. With the rapid development of networking technolo-
gies and WEB-type environments, a growing number of heteroge-
neous and autonomous spatial data sources are becoming avalaible
to users. GIS interoperability is making an important impact on the
acheivement of complex spatial applications by allowing the design
of information systems in which collections of autonomous infor-
mation sources interoperate or cooperate to carry out tasks. The
motivation for GIS interoperability is the need 1) to reducehigh
spatial data acquisition costs, 2) to avoid creation of redundant data
repository intailing inconsistences and 3) to share and exchange
spatial data among systems.

To match the requirements of emerging data intensive applications,
methodologies and tools are needed to allow uniform, transparent
and integrated access to multiple data sources. For example, con-
sider an urban planning management system that is used to select
a location for building a new commercial mall. This choice can
be made by using a decision support system to combine or ex-
change information from several information sources including 1)
a GIS that contains road and traffic information on the location of
the shopping center, 2) an information system that includespop-
ulation distribution in areas next to the selected locationand 3) a

database consisting of the results of financial analysis andmarket-
ing research carried out in the selected areas.

The primary intent of GIS interoperability is to provide functional-
ities to allow transparent and integrated sharing among systems by
addressing issues related to spatial data heterogeneity, conflicts and
contexts (to interpret data from other systems). Exchanging and
sharing information among heterogeneous and autonomous GIS
may be hindered by differences in 1) the spatial data models (raster,
spaghetti, network, geometric...) and data formats (DEM, Tiger,
SDTS, ...) used to represent the data and 2) specific geoprocessing
functions (shortest path, map overlay, ...) supported by systems.
Furthermore, users of spatial application work under different se-
mantic assumptions. They have different views on their working
environments and they use different representations. Thus, differ-
ent semantic contexts (interpretation of the real world) may be as-
sociated with each spatial information systems.

In this paper, we present HORUS, a part of an ongoing research
project called ISIS. The main contribution of the project is a seman-
tic mediation approach to support GIS interoperability. The focus
of the project is not on using static integration methodologies in
which export schema are integrated to resolve semantic conflicts,
but rather on a dynamic resolution of semantic conflicts which is
more adequate for achieving autonomy, flexibility and extensibility.
We address several key issues related to 1) how semantic contexts
can be represented and used to capture the semantics of concepts
from different sources, and 2) how semantic similarities between
objects can be detected and used to reconcile discrepanciesamong
cooperating systems.

HORUS proposes a semantic extension of the distributed object
paradigm which handles both the semantic mediation processand
the mediation architecture. The key features of the methodology
are embodied in a multi-level data model AMUN which provides
a set of concepts used for 1) representing both traditional textual
(thematic properties) and spatial information, 2) definingsemantic
contexts, 3) providing a foundation for the resolution of semantic
differences among different contexts and 4) converting andtrans-
ferring data objects between systems. The mediation architecture
consists of a set of software services built over distributed object
technology which provides autonomy of both information sources
and consumers, flexibility of the global system and a dynamicin-
terconnexion of participating systems. The list of data providers
capable of cooperating in a query processing step is calculated at
execution time.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2is de-
voted to a brief description of issues and solutions to the problem of
GIS interoperability. Section 3 presents an overview of ISIS’s me-
diation approach and HORUSbrokering process. Section 4 presents
the AMUN data model. Finally section 5 concludes the paper.



2 GIS Interoperability
In this section, we briefly discuss several issues related tointerop-
erability of information systems, including GIS. Then, we present
a background of approaches for GIS interoperability.

2.1 Some issues related to interoperability
To achieve GIS interoperability, several issues must be addressed.
Spatial data combine several characteristics that are problematic
from an interoperability point of view.

First, resolving heterogeneity conflicts among systems is ama-
jor issue. Different heterogeneities have been identified,includ-
ing schematic conflicts which arise when different data sources use
different data models to represent information and semantic con-
flicts which arise when the same concept or entity is assignedto
different meaning in different sources. In GIS, specific spatial con-
flicts must also be taken into account. They range from spatial rep-
resentation, spatial scale, spatial fragmentation aggregation, entity
classification, fragmentation, geometric to coordinate systems and
spatio-temporal differences [24, 19, 32]. See [17] for a detailed
description of some the discrepancies related to spatial data pro-
cessing.

Next, another important issue is how to represent context informa-
tion and use it to define common understanding among different
systems. To cooperate or share information and services, participat-
ing GIS must have reference contexts which can be used to capture
the meaning or the usage of concepts.

Finally, other issues may include extensibility and composability.
Extensibility is the ability to cope with problems that may arise
when the number of available data sources increases. Composabil-
ity relates to requirements for incremental design and construction
of interoperation. These issues are particularly important in dy-
namic environment like WWW where the set of sites that may co-
operate to process a task may vary in terms both of number and
capabilities. Query processing and query optimization in interoper-
able systems is another key issue which is beyond the scope ofthis
paper.

2.2 Background
The research addressing the above issues is mostly concerned with
the integration and the interoperation of traditional information sys-
tems such as databases, knowledge based, or file based systems
and has identified three major approaches. The database federation
approach uses schema integration techniques to reconcile discrep-
ancies among component systems [3, 26]. Two types of federa-
tion have been distinguished. Tightly coupled federationsinclude a
global federated schemathat encompasses all participant systems
while loosely coupled federations containlocal federated schemas
that combine information from subsets of the participants.The sec-
ond approach is the multi-database language approach in which ex-
tended SQL like query languages are used to connect to remotein-
formation sources, allowing users to access and manipulateremote
data [21]. The third approach is a dynamic mediation in whichme-
diator components are used to provide functionalities or services to
combine information from different sources [31, 27, 22].

Recently, concern over GIS interoperability has been the focus of
several investigations [5, 23, 13, 30, 24, 19, 18, 20]. Ken Gardels
[13] defines several fundamental requirements of GIS interoper-
ability including 1) generic models to support various GIS func-
tions and capabilities, 2) specific tools or functions to process user
applications, and 3) methods and interface to discover and access
spatial information and resources in a network of systems.

The OpenGIS consortium has defined a generic framework and

guidelines for extending classical open systems principles to GIS.
The goals are to allow sharing of data, resources and system ser-
vices among GIS applications; to facilitate exchange of informa-
tion among heterogeneous systems; to enable the reuse of software
components; and to permit the design of extensible systems.The
guidelines consist of three interoperation models. The essential
model describes the process of abstracting from real world objects
[9] [13]. The Open Geodata Model (OGM) provides geographic
formalism such as types and schema that can be used to define be-
havior or methods for geographic elements, to specify a catalog of
meta information and to represent spatial reference systems [8]. Fi-
nally, the OpenGIS service model defines functions for assembling
spatial objects and building complex spatial applications. Agnès
Voisard et al. [30] propose a multi layer decomposition approach
based on the above guidelines. It consists of four levels includ-
ing application, abstract services, concrete services anddata access
levels. Their methodology is primarily intended for designing ex-
tensible GIS which allow the combination of different subsystems
and services. However their solution can provide a basis forinter-
operating multiple systems.

In [4], Bishr et al. describe six different levels of GIS interoper-
ability ranging from network protocols to application semantics.
Below, we present a different classification which consistsof three
categories of approaches corresponding to the top four levels de-
scribed by Bishr et al.

Platform level interoperability is concerned with hardware,
operating systems and network protocols. Generally, thesesystems
are gateways that allow one system to access data from other sys-
tems by providing support for the transfer of flat structure files be-
tween systems. Some systems provide catalogues containingmeta-
data description of available information sources. There is no at-
tempt to unify descriptions and semantics of the underlyingsys-
tems. The major drawback is that users must have a priori knowl-
edge of remote file formats and invoke the appropriate converters
on the transferred files. For example, the GeoWeb [25] project pro-
vides a browser and data clearing house for retrieving data sets from
remote spatial data servers. The spatial data clearing house contains
meta information for locating spatial data servers. In GIS-WWW
Gateway project [6] users can access different GIS one at a time
by using a browser, a switch and a map converter. The browser is
used to query the global system. The switch is used to dispatch and
rewrite queries on target data sources, and finally the map converter
serves to produce results in picture formats.

Syntactic level interoperability provides functionalities and
tools to define persistent and uniform views over multiple hetero-
geneous spatial data sources. Access to remote data sets is done via
either a high level language or an application interface. Typically,
there is no support for the unification of component systems or for
reconciling semantic differences. Some solutions try to unify the
structure by using common data model or exchange format. Other
solutions, which are comparable to the multi-database language ap-
proach, allow users to connect to remote GIS to submit queries us-
ing their own language.

The OGDI [7] project uses the Transient Data Model, which is de-
rived from the DIGEST [11] model, to allow users to access spatial
data through an API developed in C. In [29], Vc̆kovski define the
Virtual Data Set model to handle field data type (raster). A VDS
encapsulates the field data behavior and its original representation
in an object. From a user’s point of view a VDS is visible through a
standard interface which provides access to the original data. Meth-
ods are a persistent part of a VDS interface whereas the values are
virtual in the sense that they are derived on demand. A VDS is
also able to produce various views of the field depending on the



data requirement of potential applications. This approachsupports
a common interface implemented in Java for accessing distributed
data. The GEO2DIS project [14] allow users to query the global
system by using OQL-like queries. With a client software, the user
first queries a catalog meta-data. Then, the client sends GeOQL
queries to a server that translated it to the local GIS hosting the
data.

Application level interoperability is concerned with providing
seamless system interoperation in which users can access multiple
GIS as if they were centralized or integrated spatial systemwithout
having to worry about data models, data location, or the semantics
associated with the data. Three major approaches can be distin-
guished:

a) The federated database approach focuses on providing in-
tegrated global views over information systems, constructing in-
tegrated schemas to combine the information contents of compo-
nent systems. Several authors have discussed extensions oftradi-
tional integration to handle spatial heterogeneities. Devogele et al.
[10] present an overview of database integration schemes applied
to spatial databases. They discuss techniques for identifying inter-
schema correspondence, and conflicts that may arise when different
assumptions (different scale, generalizations, etc.) areused in the
design of spatial databases. Others propose spatial data model or
data transformation techniques that can be used to construct inte-
grated schemas [28, 8].

Some recent works have focused on building federations overdis-
tributed processing environments. Abel et al. in [1] describe a
federation architecture based on CORBA. Korschel et al. in [16]
develop a WEB oriented federation approach in which system ser-
vices are organized in two levels. Horizontal services concern ac-
cess to spatial data and HTML pages construction while vertical
services are dedicated to users.

b) Schema mediation approach in the GIS realm has been the
focus of several projects. Solutions which are based on the wrap-
per/mediators architecture, aim at extending many functionalities
including common data models to incorporate spatial data types.
Amann in [2] describes a schema mediation approach that uses
ODGM 93 as a common object model extended with spatial data
types. This solution uses CORBA to connect different spatial
servers and defines wrappers for O

2

, Postgres and mSQL. The OA-
SIS project is based on mediation and uses a persistent object ap-
proach in which each GIS or data repository is seen as a persistent
store for spatial objects described by a common data model [23]
which is based on the OpenGIS specifications. The localization of
spatial objects is transparent to end users. An object environment
and related tools are defined to allow reusability of the function-
alities of the participating systems. The GeoChange [12] project
extends the schema mediation approach by adding semantic infor-
mation represented in meta-data catalog to facilitate the discovery
of information. The user queries are based on a profile which is
constructed incrementally by browsing meta-data.

c) The context mediation approach is explored by Bishr in [4, 5].
The SEMWEB project is based on an explicit representation ofcon-
textual information which is not described by a schema. It provides
a representation of the semantics of spatial data through the notion
of context which is described by a set of rules and constraints at-
tached to object definitions. The concept of proxy context isused
to mediate between two local contexts. Context comparison is
achieved by semantic translators which enable users to query re-
mote objects without knowing their semantics, localization or rep-
resentation.

3 An overview of HORUS
This section presents an overview of the ISIS project. In ourview
the objectives of interoperability are to define a set of functionalities
and tools to allow a process (a user query or an application) on a
given site: 1) to discover information from other systems, 2) to
interpret the semantics associated with remote information in terms
of the semantics of its local context, and 3) to transform andretrieve
spatial data object from remote sources.

We present two key aspects of ISIS. First, the semantic brokering
defines the functional features of ISIS. Next, we describe the ar-
chitecture HORUS. Distributed object paradigm is used to carry
out the dynamic mediation approach and to execute the various
mediation steps. The abstractions defined by the semantic broker-
ing framework are embodied in the multi-level data model AMUN

which is presented in section 4.

3.1 The semantic brokering approach
Figure 1 depicts the brokering process which may help to meet
some of the requirements of GIS interoperability. It consists of
components which are grouped in three main levels.
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Figure 1: Semantic Brokering Process

� The top level, calledontology level, is used to define the seman-
tics of an application domain and to resolve semantic conflicts. It
includes a set of semantic stubs organized as a lattice of classes that
represents common concepts.

� The middle level, calledcooperation level, provides services to
facilitate semantic resolution and query processing. These services
embody the dynamic aspect of the cooperative system, including in-
formation source discovery based on the semantics of user queries,
information brokering and query execution. It includes sets of co-
operative schemas that act as a mediator between a site and other
data sources. A cooperative schema contains a set of triple objects
which contains: 1) a semantic skeleton used to represent theseman-
tic of the object in term of a semantic stub, 2) a reference to local
object and 3) context transformation that link local objectto their
semantic skeleton (semantic representation).

� The bottom level, calledwrapper level, consists of information
providers which may use different spatial data models. Eachrepos-
itory is associated with a wrapper whose main task is to facilitate
external accesses to the spatial repository by providing anexport
schema described with AMUN ’s concepts.

The semantic brokering process allows users to retrieve objects
matching from the semantics of their queries, i.e. objects which
semantic stub and skeleton are equivalent (specializationor gener-
alization).

While the semantic brokering process is architecture oriented the
semantic mediation approach is the theroritical basis of ISIS. The
semantic mediation includes a reference context which is used to



describe common mediation classes, cooperation context which de-
fine cooperation objects and schema, and context transformations
which define translation mappings between local contexts. Figure
2 depicts the semantic meditation principle. Each notion isformal-
ized in the AMUN model which is presented in section 4.
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Figure 2: ISIS Semantic Mediation Principle

A Common Ontology is used to capture the semantic of an ap-
plication domain and to define a semantic framework that gives
concise descriptions of semantic information that are independent
from the underlying syntactic representations of the localdata. A
global ontology is often defined as a common vocabulary for a
shared domain of discourse [15], thus allowing dialogue andex-
change among different sites. Ontologies can be expressed in log-
ical models such as KIF (Knowledge Interface Format) or descrip-
tion logic model. In our approach, the ontology is viewed as a
hierarchy of mediation classes described in the AMUN model. The
description of a mediation class consists of a set of genericprop-
erties that can be inherited by cooperation classes, logic rules and
constraints which clarify their semantics. Mediation classes form
a mediation context or a template model through which local sites
define cooperation classes by selectivelyagreeing on the descrip-
tions and the semantics of classes. Within this semantic framework,
a mediation class can be used: 1) to carry out semantic similari-
ties among objects from different local contexts, 2) to convert and
transfer objects from one information system to another, and 3) to
represent a virtual (not materialized) extension that may contain se-
mantically similar objects that originate from different classes, and
thus may have different descriptions.

Cooperative schemas are composed of cooperative classes
which represent local semantic interpretation of one mediation
class, defining different aspects or facets of ontological concepts.
As such, they are comparable to the concept of role used in OO
models to represent the different roles played by an object.Thus,
a semantic class of the common ontology acquires a new role, i.e
a new semantic interpretation, when it is used in the definition of
a cooperative class. A cooperative class is a modeling construct
that encapsulates three concepts: 1) a mediation role correspond-
ing to a semantic concept, 2) a virtual class (a view), definedon a
set of objects of the local information source. The virtual class im-
plements in term of the local context the semantic associated with
role and 3) a set of context transformation functions which are de-
scribed below. In our approach, cooperative classes are defined
by specifyingontological agreementson common ontological con-
cepts (mediation class). Ontological agreements play a keyrole in
query processing. They are used to bind informations sources that
can cooperate on a user query at execution time. An ontological
concept can be partially agreed on if only a subset of its properties

or its ontological constraints are accepted by a site. Otherwise the
agreement is said to be totally agreed on.

Context transformation is used to relate cooperate contexts,
which contain the ontological objects accepted by a site, tothe lo-
cal contexts of information sources. Context transformations are
defined by mapping functions and are encapsulated into coopera-
tive classes. They are used to convert local objects to ontological
properties which can be mapped to remote properties and semantics
when an object is transferred from one site to another.

3.2 The ISIS’s architecture
As depicted in figure 3, the architecture of ISIS consists of the fol-
lowing types of services: wrapper, cooperation service, ontology
server, global query processor, semantic router and user interface.
Each service is described by its general functionality in the system,
the services it provides, the data and knowledge it owns.

Wrapper service: it is used to encapsulate a local GIS in a
generic spatial object server which has the capability of processing
data retrieval request concerning the local GIS. The main role of a
wrapper is to process OQL queries originating from its correspond-
ing cooperation service. This consists of several steps: 1)trans-
lation of the OQL query/subquery to target local query/subquery
language, 2) execution of the target query on a local GIS and 3)
forwarding local results to cooperation service. To hide schematic
heterogeneities, local schema associated with wrapper arerepre-
sented by AMUN objects using the core concepts.

Cooperation service: it coordinates high-level query process-
ing. It has knowledge about only one local GIS. This knowledge
constitutes a cooperation schema (cooperation objects) which de-
scribes the semantics of objects contained in the wrapper schema.
In order to create it, the cooperation services send messages to
the semantic router. A cooperation service processes queries initi-
ated by itself or sub-queries submitted by other cooperation agents.
The queries are translated from the cooperation context to the lo-
cal context by using definitions of cooperation objects to rewrite
the query in term of local objects. The translated query is sent to
the local wrapper to retrieve data from the local GIS. The reverse
query transformation is performed when a cooperation service re-
ceive queries from the local users.

Ontology server: it allows communication among different type
of services. In order to exchange queries without operatingon
global schema, all the services use a common ontology which
provides mutual understanding of the concepts used in submitted
queries. The link between the ontological concepts and the cooper-
ation objects are created by ontological agreements.

Semantic router: its goal is to provide to a cooperation service
the identity and location of other cooperation services which can
participate in the execution of a query. It stores ontological agree-
ments which are represented by semantic stubs containing the name
of the agreed concept, its structure and the name of the cooperation
service which can provide objects corresponding to the semantics
defined in the stub. To execute the query, the initiating coopera-
tion service sender must contact each cooperation involvedin the
execution to obtain the definition of cooperation objects.

Global query processor: it takes as an input a query originat-
ing from a cooperation service expressed in terms of ontological
objects schema and uses ontological agreements to: 1) identify rel-
evant information sources and to 2) create an execution planwhich
is sent back to the cooperation service.

User interface: it is an interface between a user and a cooperation
service. Its role is to receive a query from a user, send the query to
cooperation service and to deliver query result to a user. Each user



interface is connected to only one cooperation service. Theuser
interacts directly with only one interface even if query processing
step required more than one cooperation service.
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Figure 3: ISIS Mediation Architecture

The architecture of ISIS is based on CORBA and Java. An imple-
mentation of a prototype is underway. We have realize different
types of wrappers (O2, Access, Postgres) which provides basic ac-
cess to different spatial databases.

4 The AMUN data model
We have pointed out the important role played by semantic con-
siderations in the cooperation of GIS. In this section we present
the data model AMUN that can be used to represent information at
both wrapper, cooperation and ontology levels. The primaryintent
of AMUN is to provide a set of concepts 1) to represent traditional
textual information (thematic properties) and spatial information,
2) to define semantic contexts, 3) to provide a foundation forthe
resolution of semantic differences among different contexts and 4)
to convert and transfer data objects between systems.

To illustrate our approach and the different concepts defined in
AMUN, we will use the following example. It consists of three
spatial databasesS

1

, S
2

andS
3

that model information on three
different sites.

Example :

� S

1

is an OO GIS which records information on parcels and farm
workers for a farm land application. The textual information of in-
terest are parcels number, farmer name, type of crop (culture). Spa-
tial information are used to represent the shape of a parcel which is
modeled as a polygon. For farm worker entity only textual infor-
mation is stored. They represent first name, last name, address birth
date, sex and status (full-time, seasoned worker, or farmer). Some
of the farm workers are farmers and exploit a farming. GISS

1

uses an ODMG-ODL like model, the interfaces for objects classes
Parcel andFarmWorker are represented below.

interface Parcelf interface FarmWorkerf
attribute attribute
long Parcel#; string FirstName;
FarmWorker Farmer; string LastName;
string CropType; tuple Address
polygon Geo; [string City,

string Street];
methods date BirthDate;
real Surface(void); string Status;
void WFarmerName(string Name); char Sex;
string RFarmerName(void);... g methods

short Age(void); ...g

� S

2

is a government agency GIS containing cadastral information
based on the concept of traditional European cadastre. The sys-
tem is used for land registration and land management. It contains
two fundamental elements, cadastral parcels and owners. The fol-
lowing information is recorded: parcel number (unique cadastral
parcel identifier), owner name, address, parcel type, shapeand sur-
face. GISS

2

uses a relational data model. TableParcel is shown
below: It contains two external references, the attributeType ref-
erences theParcelType table which is used to represent the dif-
ferent types of parcels (plant, house, crop, etc...); and the attribute
Shape models the geometry of the parcel as a reference to a poly-
gon identifier.

table Parcel(CPI int, OwnerName char[50],
Address char[200], Type int,
Shape int, Surface float);

� S

3

is an OO GIS of a pollution control agency. Its goal is to
better identify water quality problem. It works cooperatively with
the different communities (S

1

andS
2

in our example) to develop
polluant reduction strategies, to identify type of polluant in relation
to crop type and industrial plant and to focus pollution sources by
using values collected by different station in watershed basin. Each
station has an identifier and is associated to a set of measures which
are couples of values consisting of a date and a concentration of
nitrate. GISS

3

use an object data model to represent informations
concerning rivers and stations.

class Riverf class Stationf
public : public :
string Name; string Id;
list<Line> Geometry; Measure: list

g <tuple (int Value, date Date)>;
Position:
tuple (real x, real y);g

�

4.1 Wrapper layer
The wrapper layer comprises a set of core concepts which are used
to represent real world entities, including spatial data types and
object-oriented core concepts.

4.1.1 Spatial Data Types
The predefined spatial data types provided by AMUN are based on
a subset of the spatial types of the OpenGIS specifications [8, 9].
OpenGIS spatial types are described as Well Known Structures
which are rigorously defined data types in terms of a sequence
of coordinates. Furthermore, OpenGIS defines two basic geodata
types: features and coverage. A feature type is used to represent
real world entities, and a coverage type represents associations be-
tween points or polygons with a value (for example depth of a lake,
wind speed over an area).

In the current version of the project ISIS, we only consider geo-
metric data types (feature types). Figure 4 shows the hierarchy of
spatial data type used in the AMUN data model.Geometrywhich
is the highest spatial type in the hierarchy represents general geo-
metric information.CoordinateGeometry is a subtype ofGe-
ometry. It is used to model spatial objects that contain coordinate
information. The lowest level of the hierarchy contains thebasic
spatial data types:Point, LineString, Polygon, . . .

4.1.2 Core concepts
An object comprises a state which is defined by the values of its
attributes and a behavior which is defined by a set of methods.The
attributes of an object can be thematic or spatial types. Complex



Figure 4: Type hierarchy of AMUN

thematic or spatial types can be created by the usualset or tuple
constructors. The values of attributes can be simple values, com-
plex values or references to other objects. We denote the setof all
the types byT and the set of all the objects byO. An objecto 2 O
is formally defined by the 3-tupleo =< oid; V al;MethList >

whereoid is an identifier which uniquely identifieso, V al is the
value ofo, MethList is the set of methods ofo.

The specific spatial attributeGeo is included in the description of
an object to model the spatial characteristics of the object. It can be
an aggregation of features (set or tuple). For example a lake can
have different geometric shapes, one form for each season.

Object classes organize objects into sets of similar entities that
share the same structure and behavior. LetC denote the
set of all the classes. A classc 2 C is a tuple c =<

Name;AttList;MethList > whereName is the name ofc,
AttList andMethList are respectively the list of the attributes
and methods belonging toc. The instance relationship defines for
each objecto the class of whicho is a member. The functionpop(c)
defines for each classc, the set of the objects belonging toc. The IS-
A (subclass) relationship is an acyclic relationship between classes.
It states that if a classc is a subclass of another classc0 then all the
instances ofc must also belong toc0 andAttList(c) is contained
in AttList(c0).

Example:

In the example GISS
1

above, the entities farm worker and parcel
can be represented at the wrapper level by the following classes:
classParcel contains the special spatial typeGeo.

<Parcel, <FarmWorker,
Parcel#: integer, FirstName: string,
Farmer: FarmWorker, LastName: string,
CropType: string, Address: [City: string,
Geo: POLYGON, Street: string],

f Surface(): real, BirthDate: date,
WriteOwnerName(Name: string), Status: string,
ReadOwnerName(): string ... g> Sex: char,

f Age():integer ...g>

�

In AMUN, virtual classes represent (non materialized) views over
one or more existing classes. They can be defined and used to: 1)
restructure the values of objects, thus allowing multiple represen-
tations derived or calculated from the values of an object, 2) al-
low aggregation of information spread in different classes. As will
be discussed in detail below, this is done by incorporating virtual
classes into the definition of cooperation classes.

LetOP denote the set of operations. It includes the following op-
erations which can be used for creating virtual classes:Select, Ex-

tend, Project, Union, andJoin.

The derivation of virtual classes can be carried out using three dif-
ferent processes. First, a specialization process is an abstraction
that defines a sub-class of a super-class. A sub-class sharesat-
tributes and methods with the super-class and can have additional
attributes. The sub-class can be defined by the algebraic operators
Select and Extend. OperationSelect(c,Pred) restricts the ob-
jects instance of a class by selecting objects satisfying the predicate
Pred. The Extend(c,Att) operation adds the attributeAtt to the
classc.

Second, a generalization process abstracts common attributes and
methods from different classes into a single super-class. The super-
class is derived by the algebraic operationsProject and Union.
Project(c,AttList,MethList) is used to select a subset of attributes
and methods ofc. TheUnion(c

i

) is used to merge the population
of different classesc

i

. The derived class has only the common at-
tributes and methods of the source classes.

Finally, an aggregation process defines a complex class froma set
of other classes. TheJoin(c

1

,c
2

,Pred) build a virtual class by as-
sembling component classes into a complex class according to a
combination predicate.

Example:

The following examples define two virtual classes at the wrapper
level inS

2

. First of all the local schema ofS
2

is translated in AMUN

and take place in the wrapper.

<Parcel,
CPI: integer, OwnerName: string, Address: string,
Type: string, Geo: POLYGON, Surface: real>

� a virtual classLandOwner can be defined from the classPar-
cel. TheLandOwner class has the attributeOwnerName and
Address.

<LandOwner, OwnerName: string, Address: string>

LandOwner class is defined using theProject operation as fol-
lows:

LandOwner=Project(Parcel,fOwnerName, Addressg, fg)

� a virtual classSmallParcel is defined to model parcels which
have a surface less than 50 acres.SmallParcel is a specializa-
tion ofParcel. They share the same set of attributes and methods
but the population ofSmallParcel is the subset of the popu-
lation of Parcel satisfying the predicateSurface < 50. The
classSmallParcel can be derived using theSelect operation.

SmallParcel=Select(Parcel,Parcel.Surface<50)

�

4.2 Ontology and Cooperation layers
The cooperation layer is devoted to the resolution of semantic dis-
crepancies among heterogeneous GIS. To achieve coordination be-
tween different schemas with heterogeneous semantics, we intro-
duce the concept of context which can be used to express semantic
information contained in schemas, and to record the assumptions
under which schemas are designed. Three types of contexts are de-
fined in the ISIS architecture: 1) reference contexts model common
semantic of an application domain, 2) cooperation contextsare used
to interpret the common reference context in terms of concepts or
objects of sites, and 3) local contexts depict the semanticsof local
information sources.



4.2.1 Reference Context

The reference context serves as a common vocabulary [15] (ontol-
ogy), identifying and recording informations relevant to aparticular
application domain. It contains mediation classes which are defined
by three types of descriptions: static properties, behavior (list of
methods) and semantics. The semantics associated with a media-
tion class is value oriented, i.e. it is used to specify constraints or
precise knowledge about possible values taken by an attribute. It
can be:

� a domain value (an enumerated type) which spells out the set of
values allowed for an attribute. For example, the type of attribute
CropType of a Parcel can be precisely specified byfwheat,
corng.

� a semantic value which is used to express the meaning of an at-
tribute. Typically, a semantic value describes units, coordinate sys-
tems or other quality or properties of an attribute. For example, a
semantic valueacre may be associated with the attributeSur-
face of Parcel to state that the surface is measured in acres, or
to express that the nitrate concentration is expressed in milligrams
per litre.

� a logic expression that represents knowledge assertion or acon-
straint. For example, to state that parcels cultivated withwheat
are cereal parcels, a semantic rule is defined:CerealPar-
cel(X)=>Parcel(X) and (X.CropType="wheat").

A mediation class is formally defined as follows.

Definition 1 (Mediation Class)
Let MC be the set of all the mediation classes. LetMN be the
set of method names, andPN the set of parameter names. A class
mc 2 MC is a tuplemc =< Name;AttList;MethList >

where:

� Name(mc) is the name of the mediation classcm.

� AttList(mc) = fA
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� pop(mc) function compute the extent ofmc

�mr(mc),mr : mc! fcc

1

; cc

2

; : : : ; cc

n

g function gives the list
of cooperation classes which define a role defined asmc

�

Note that a mediation class defines a virtual class since it has no
actual instance. It represents a semantic description or a seman-
tic pattern that provides a foundation for defining mediation roles
which are used in the representation of cooperation classes. Me-
diation roles are presented in the next section. Virtual extensions
consisting of instances defined at the local information sources can
be associated with a mediation class. When needed, these extension
can be computed by merging the extensions of the corresponding
cooperation classes. Moreover, the resulting calculated extensions
are composed of different information sources, and thus mayhave
different structures.

Example:

The following mediation classes describe a part of an agricultural
ontology: 1) a classPerson to describe a person by name, birth
name, sex, birth date. It includes a method age. A person is a male

or a female so the domain associated with attribute sex has a type
string restricted to an enumerated set that contains two possible val-
ues and 2) a classParcel to describe cadastral parcels with parcel
identifier, owner and address.

<Person, <Parcel,
Name: string, PID: integer,
BirthName: string, Owner: Person,
Sex: string Address: string,
domval f"male","female"g, Surface: integer,

BDate: date,fAge():integerg> Geo: POLYGON>

Two sub-classes ofParcel are defined:CerealParcel is a
specialization ofParcel, it inherits all the attributes ofParcel
and add a crop type,IndustrialParcel is aParcel and add
an attribute to record type of plant.

<CerealParcel <IndustrialParcel,
PID: integer, PID: integer,
Owner: Person, Owner: Person,
Address: string, Address: string,
Surface: integer, Surface: integer,
CropType: string> PlantType: string>

�

4.2.2 Cooperation context
On a site, a cooperation context acts as a mediator between a refer-
ence context and the local data context. It consists of cooperation
classes which are used to express local interpretations (mediation
roles), i.e. local agreement or acceptance, of mediation classes.

A. Mediation roles

As stated above, to cooperate and reconcile semantic differences,
participant GIS need a set of commonly understood objects which
are used to interpret data from other sites. Interaction between sites
will be done through different perspectives of the commonlyagreed
on objects. In our approach, the common objects are represented
by mediation classes and the different interpretations aredifferent
roles played by the mediation classes on different sites. Figure 5
shows a mediation class and the corresponding roles which are de-
fined in cooperation classesCC

1

; CC

2

; : : : ; CC

n

. A mediation
role is defined as follows: 1) describe the subset of attributes (of a
mediation class) on which the local site agrees, 2) use a qualifica-
tion to restrict the properties or semantics of the objects that plays
the role. Like a class, a mediation role has a set of attributes and
methods which define its properties and behavior. But unlikeclass
it doesn’t create or delete any objects. Formally, a mediation role is
defined as follows.

GIS 2
Cooperation Class

GIS 1
Cooperation Class

CC1 CC2

Cooperation Class
GIS n

CCn

Mediation Class

MC

Semantic Role

Figure 5: Semantic roles played by a mediation class

Definition 2 (Mediation Role)
Let MR be the set of all the mediation role. A mediation role
mr 2 MR is a tuplemr =< mc;AttList;MethList;Q >

where:

�mc 2 MT is a mediation class whose interpretation ismr



� AttList(mr) � AttList(mc) is a subset of attributes ofmc

built by using algebraic operationsSelect andProject

�MethList(mr) �MethList(mc) is a subset ofmc methods

� Q is a logic formula (qualification formula) associated withmr.
It can be used to specify a constraint on the objects that playthe
rolemr.

�

mc is the role player ofmr. Role players can be shared by objects
of different types. For example bothLandOwner andFarmer
defined roles played by the mediation classPerson.

Example:

This example shows two mediation rolesLandOwner and
FarmWorker corresponding toPerson. They express that
LandOwner in S

2

andFarmworker in S

1

have the semantics
of Person described in the ontology.

r1=<Person, Name: string> /*LandOwner role on S2*/

r2=<Person, /*FarmWorker role on S1*/
Name: string, BirthName: string,
Sex: string, BirthDate: date,
{Age():integer},
DateN>"01/01/1928">

They model two different local interpretations of the mediation
class person in the GIS S1. Forr1 role corresponding to
LandOwner, onlyName attribute can be given. Forr2 role corre-
sponding toFarmWorker, all the information in mediation class
is supplied. Furthermore, the qualification associated with DateN
is used to state the fact that age of the farmers in the GISS

1

are less
than 70.�

B. Cooperation objects and classes

A cooperation class incorporates a mediation role, a view defined
by a virtual class which links the mediation role to local objects,
and context transformations which are used to transform object de-
scription from one cooperative context to another (see figure 6). In
addition to the descriptions defined by mediation roles, coopera-
tive classes can have specific attributes, methods or semantic con-
straints. Furthermore, mediation roles can be inherited from super-
cooperative-class to sub-cooperative-class. Cooperative classes
have the following characteristics: 1) cooperation classes are the
means by which local objects are shared between GIS, 2) coopera-
tion classes from different GIS are semantically equivalent if they
are defined using the same term of the ontology, 3) instances of co-
operation classes can be complex objects if they are aggregated by
virtual classes.

Transformation
Context 

Cooperation Class CSi

Class

Mediation 

View of ontology 
Concepts

View of local Objects
GIS Si

Virtual

Role

Figure 6: A cooperation class of a site Si

Definitions 3 and 4 show respectively a formal definition of coop-
eration object and cooperation class.

Definition 3 (Cooperation Object)
Let CO be the set of cooperation objects andCC the set of cooper-

ation classes. A cooperation objectco 2 CO is a tuple:
co =< oid; cc; val;MethList; context

o

> where :

� oid 2 OID is the oid ofco

� cc 2 CC is the cooperation class of whichco is an instance

� val 2 D is the value of the cooperation objet,val is also named
local value ofco

�MethList(co) is the set of methods binded toco

� context

o

(co) = f< val(mr);CT F >g wheremr 2 MR is a
mediation role,val(mr) is its value andCT F is the set of context
transformations which convert a local value ofco to its value for
mr.

�

Definition 4 (Cooperation Class)
A cooperation classcc 2 CC is a tuple
cc =< Name;AttList;MethList; cv; context

C

> where:

� Name(cc) is the name of the cooperation class

� AttList(cc) = fA
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2 PN is the set of the methods attached tocc

� context

C

= f< mr;CT F >g defines the context ofcc. It
is a set of tuples wheremc is a mediation class such as9mr 2

MRmr:c = mc, CT F is a set of context transformations.

� cv is a virtual class encapsulated bycc such that
AttList(cc) � AttList(cv) andAttList(mr:c) � AttList(cv)

andMethList(cc) � MethList(cv) andMethList(mr:c) �

MethList(cv).

�

C. Context transformations

A context transformation is a function which establishes a mapping
from one value domain (local) to another (cooperation). A con-
text transformation is associated with each mediation roleto allow
objects to migrate from a local context to a cooperation context.
Figure 7 shows a context conversion between two GIS. A seman-
tic translation process allows objects defined in a contextC

1

to be
used in a contextC

2

. It consists of a sequence of two partial con-
text transformations: fromC

1

to the reference context then from
the reference context toC

2

. This take place by using cooperation
objects and mediation objects.
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Figure 7: Context Transformations

Definition 5 (Context Transformation)
CT F is the set of the context transformation:CT F = f"

mr

o

g [
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o

g. They are defined by:
� the function type"mr

o

, is used to translate a local value of an
object into its value for the mediation rolemr.
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� the function type#mr

o

is used to translate a mediation role value
of an object into its local value.
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Example:

The following examples depict context transformations between
the mediation rolePerson and the classFarmWorker of S

1

.

"

mr

o

Person.Name(FarmWorker.FirstName)=f
return(FarmWorker.FirstName)g

#

mr

o

Farmworker.FirstName(Person.Name)=f
return(Person.Name)g

In GIS S

1

the attributesex of FarmWorker is coded by a sin-
gle character (M or F) while in the mediation classPerson this
attribute is coded as male or female.

"

mr

o

Person.Sex(FarmWorker.Sex)=
fif FarmWorker.Sex="M" return("Male")
else return("Female")g

#

mr

o

FarmWorker.Sex(Person.Sex)=
fif Person.Sex="Male" return("M")
else return("Female")g

The cooperation classCCFarmWorker encapsulates both the vir-
tual classCVFarmworker and its context (mediation role, con-
text transformations and qualification). The virtual classCVFarm-
Worker and the cooperation classCCFarmWorker are defined
below :

<CVFarmWorker, FirstName: string,
LastName: string, Sex: char,
Address: [city: string, street: string],
BirthDate: date, Status: string,
fAge(): integer...g>

<CCFarmWorker, FirstName: string,
LastName: string, Sex: char,
Address: [city: string, street: string],
BirthDate: date, Status: string,
fAge(): integer...g, CVFarmer, f<
<Person, Name: string, BirthName: string,
Sex: string, BDate: date, f...g,DateN>"01/01/1928">,<...

"

mr

o

Person.Surname(CVFarmeworker.FirstName)=f
return(CVFarmWorker.FirstName)g

#

mr

o

CVFarmWorker.FirstName(Person.Name)=f
return(Person.Name)g...>>g>

�

4.3 Mediation example
Suppose that inS

3

a station gives a high nitrate concentration level.
In order to investigate the potential pollution source,S

3

tries to con-
tact the persons which are responsible (owner, farmer or manager)
for the parcel which contains the station.

To satisfy this queryS
3

, has to define two cooperation classes re-
lated to the concept of person and parcel. This allows users to query
Person or Parcel as they are recorded inS

3

.

ForPerson class onlyName is relevant, so the cooperation class
CCPerson in S

3

just contains the attributeName. Users query
CCPerson through a virtual classCVPerson. CCPerson is de-
fined as follows:

<CCPerson, Name: string,
CVPerson, f<Person, Name: string, f...g>,<...
"

mr

o

Person.Name(CVPerson.Name)=f
return(CVPerson.Name)g

#

mr

o

CVPerson.Name(Person.Name)=f
return(Person.Name)g...>g>

For Parcel, information of interest areOwner, Address and
Geo. Cooperation classCCParcel and virtual classCVParcel
are given below:

<CCParcel, Name: string,
CVParcel, f<
<Parcel, PID: integer, Owner: Person,
Address: string, Geo: POLYGON f...g>,<...
..>g>

The query expressed by user is the following:

Select CVPerson.Name, CVParcel.Address
From CVPerson, CVParcel, Station
Where Station.Position in CVParcel.Geo
and CVParcel.Owner.Name=CVPerson.Name

The query processing step is as follows: 1) CA sends the queryto
QPA 2) QPA sends a request to SRA to identify sites relevant tothe
query i.e. sites that agreePerson andParcel concepts 3) QPA
decomposes the query and sends sub-queries toS

1

andS
2

4) each
CA (CA

S

1

and CA
S

2

) uses cooperation classes and context trans-
formation to returnParcel andPerson in the common context,
5) QPA joins CA

S

1

and CA
S

2

answers and sends them back to
CA

S

3

which usesCCPerson andCCParcel to produce results
in the user context.

5 Conclusion
In this paper, we have focused on fundamental issues relevant to
the design of interoperable GIS. We argue that resolution ofse-
mantic differences among various systems must be based on the
representation of context informations that can be used to capture
the semantics of various systems. We introduce a distributed spatial
object model AMUN that has the following main characteristics:

� definition of a set of concepts to deal with distribution and hetero-
geneities: virtual classes, mediation class, mediation role, context
transformation and cooperation class;

� spatial data types to deal with spatial objects;

We also present a mediation based architecture which extends the
distributed object paradigm to allow sharing spatial data using their
semantics. It’s major components are: 1) wrappers (one per local
GIS) to resolve heterogeneity in the cooperative environment, 2)
mediators for coordinating cooperative tasks such as services com-
munications or query dispatching. The main advantage of thear-
chitecture is that it brings core software components to be used in
different contexts and thus it allows flexible and extensible coop-
eration in different environments such as WEB [4], federated GIS
without global schema.

The initial stages of our project are devoted to the definition of the
architecture and the data model. Our future work will focus on
spatial query processing to handle the distribution and sharing not
only of spatial objects but also of specialized spatial operators.
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